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Cloud Kitchen Market By Type, The

KitchenPods segment would witness the

fastest growth, registering a CAGR of

13.9% during the forecast period.

BANGALORE, INDIA, January 19, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The Global Cloud

Kitchen Market size was valued at USD

43.1 Billion in 2019 and is estimated to

reach USD 71.4 Billion by 2027, with a

CAGR of 12.0% from 2021 to 2027.

North America is expected to hold the

largest cloud kitchen market share

during the forecast period. This dominance of North America is attributed to population growth,

improved lifestyles, and growth in consumer buying power in the country.

Major factors driving the growth of cloud kitchen market size are an increase in demand for

online food delivery, an increase in demand for international cuisine, and the adoption of tech-

savvy ordering systems.

Cloud kitchen cost-effectiveness is one of the key factors that is expected to drive the growth of

the cloud kitchen market size. Real estate has always been one of the greatest expense variables

for typical restaurants. Cloud kitchens will minimize this expense as they can operate from non-

prime locations and save on leasing costs resulting from the area needed to draw dining traffic.

Standardized products are also created by cloud kitchens, which further reduces cost.

Get Sample Report (Get Full Insights in PDF - 246 Pages):

https://reports.valuates.com/request/sample/ALLI-Manu-0O30/Cloud_Kitchen_Industry

With growing internet penetration, there has been an increase in the number of users on

different social media sites. Considering this, on these social media sites, most of the major

players in the cloud kitchen industry strategize to promote their goods and services. In order to

advertise their product offerings, social media marketing is one of the key tactics implemented
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by different businesses and industries. The rise in the use of social media marketing is,

therefore, expected to provide lucrative opportunities for the growth of the cloud kitchen

industry and ultimately raise its customers.

Product production can be streamlined in cloud kitchens with an emphasis on limited menus

and limited products, as it would be in manufacturing. In addition, experiments with robots and

machines that can further automate the process are also being carried out in cloud kitchens. The

possibility of automation can further fuel the adoption of cloud kitchen market size.

The Asia-Pacific is expected to witness the highest growth rate during the forecast period. This is

due to an increase in the number of young people in this area and an increase in demand for

online food supplies.

Based on type, with about two-thirds of the global cloud kitchen market in 2019, the

independent cloud kitchen segment contributed to the highest market share and is expected to

hold its position throughout the forecast period. This is due to a rise in grocery stores, restaurant

brands, and multi-branded restaurants' use of independent cloud kitchens.

Based on nature, the franchised segment held the largest cloud kitchen market share and is

expected to maintain its dominance throughout the forecast period. The trend of franchising

among stakeholders is growing as it helps to grow the company and needs less capital because

stakeholders are more involved in franchising their cloud kitchens.

View Full Report: https://reports.valuates.com/market-reports/ALLI-Manu-0O30/cloud-kitchen-

industry

Because of operational scalability, investors are more concentrated on food aggregators in the

cloud kitchen market. The focus, however, has moved towards providers of services as well as

operators of cloud kitchens. We should also expect more spending in the first two stages of the

value chain as the aggregator market faces intense competition.

Some of the top companies in the cloud kitchen market include Kitchen United, Rebel Foods,

DoorDash Kitchen, Zuul Kitchen, Keatz, Kitopi, Ghost Kitchen Orlando, Dahmakan, Starbucks

(Star Kitchen), and Cloud Kitchen.

Request for Customized Cloud Kitchen Market Research Report:

https://reports.valuates.com/request/customisation/ALLI-Manu-0O30/Cloud_Kitchen_Industry

By Type 

➣Independent Cloud Kitchen

➣Commissary/Shared Kitchen

➣KitchenPods
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By Product Type

➣Burger/Sandwich

➣Pizza/Pasta

➣Chicken

➣Seafood

➣Mexican/Asian Food

➣Others

By Nature

➣Franchised

➣Standalone

Key Players

➣Kitchen United,

➣Rebel Foods,

➣DoorDash Kitchen,

➣Zuul Kitchen,

➣Keatz,

➣Kitopi,

➣Ghost Kitchen Orlando,

➣Dahmakan,

➣Starbucks (Star Kitchen)

➣Cloud Kitchen

Buy Now for Single User + Covid-19 Impact:

https://reports.valuates.com/api/directpaytoken?rcode=ALLI-Manu-0O30&lic=single-user
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Outdoor Kitchen Cabinets Market: https://reports.valuates.com/market-reports/QYRE-Auto-

3B7075/global-outdoor-kitchen-cabinets
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